
  

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Families,  

Family Picnic 

It was so nice to see so many families here on Tuesday night. Thank you for coming along and 

sharing an evening together, it feels like it has been far too long since we have been able to do 

an event like this! We look forward to more opportunities throughout the year. It was great to be 

able to share our Wellbeing Room with families, thank you for the lovely feedback about this space in our school. 

We are also getting regular feedback from our students who really enjoy coming to this space. We look forward 

to the ongoing benefits of supporting our students’ wellbeing at school.  

ANZAC Day 

This year ANZAC day will fall during the school holidays. Our school 

captains are holding a stall tomorrow at recess to raise money for the 

ANZAC Day appeal and would like to let families know that the following 

items will be available for purchase. The prices range from $1 - $5, 

please send along cash if you would like your child to purchase an item, 

or one for yourself. Please bring exact amount as we do not have 

change. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Last Day of Term 

Families are reminded that school will finish at 2:30pm tomorrow.  

Hoodie Up Day - or Wear Yellow or Blue! 

We encourage students to wear a hoodie tomorrow to support Autism Awareness. Or if you don’t 

have a hoodie, other options are to wear yellow or blue!  
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Message from the Principal…continued 

Why hoodies? Some Autistic people experience sensory 

sensitivities and can become overloaded by stimuli in 

their environment; wearing their hoodie up means they 

can block out bright lights and busy environments which can 

help them feel more calm and less overwhelmed. By putting 

our hoodies up, we’re demonstrating support and inclusion for 

Autistic people, and celebrating the diversity autism brings to 

our world.  

The colour blue is associated with a calm feeling and a feeling 

of acceptance in an otherwise loud and busy world for people 

on the spectrum. Yellow is a colour that promotes happiness, 

success and celebration. This is the colour associated with 

Yellow Ladybugs, an organisation committed to shine a 

positive light for autistic girls. 

RAT Packs 

The Victorian Government has announced it is extending the RAT screening program for the first 4 weeks of 

Term 2. Thank you to all students and families who have played their role in regularly testing this term, we 

appreciate your support in helping with this program aimed at early detection and reduced transmission. The 

RAT packs for the first two weeks of term will be available after school tomorrow from the basketball court.  

Jackie Green 
Principal 

What’s Happening in Our Classrooms 

Prep – Maths - Location 

This week the preps have been exploring lots of new language when discussing location. We have practised our 
left and right by making an L shape with our left hand. We have also explored lots of location words such as 
above, below and in between. It was lots of fun exploring these ideas in our classrooms and on the playground.  

Melanie Voigt 
Prep V Classroom Teacher 

                
We are going around the pole - Halle & Mika                 I am behind the pole – Chloe 

Friday 8th 

April 



                   
I am on top of the playground - Frances               I am under the bars - Nate 

Years 1 & 2– Maths – Data Representation and Interpretation 

For the past fortnight, Grade 1/2 students have been diving into data! Students began by exploring what data is, 
and how it might be collected. They then considered ways in which to present their findings, including pictograms 
and bar graphs. Students finished by interpreting data displays. 

Simon Pollard 
1/2P Classroom Teacher 
 

    
Lennox and Lennox Victoria and Odin 

    
Zyann and Cora Ben and Ozzie 
  



Years 3 & 4 – Inquiry Presentations 

This week the 3/4‘s have been busy putting the final touches to their Healthy Mind, Healthy Body Inquiry projects. 

Throughout the term we have learned about all the positive impacts we can make to ensure we keep our minds 
and bodies healthy. 

On Wednesday afternoon the students had the chance to showcase their projects to their peers in 3/4. 
Presentation topics in our showcase included; exercise routines, healthy recipes, instructional yoga sessions and 
stress relief tips.  

Tianne Ball 
3/4B Classroom Teacher 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  



Years 5 & 6 – Inquiry Presentations 

Throughout the term the 5/6 students have been learning about Australia’s connection to Asia in our unit of 
inquiry. We explored different countries in Asia and researched the ways that countries are linked to Australia by 
trade, migration, foreign aid, education, defence, tourism and culture. In small groups or pairs, the students 
worked on a project to showcase their new knowledge and presented this to their peers.  

Sally Uldrikis 
5U Classroom Teacher 

 

     
 

     
 

 

  



Specialist – Music 

The Year 1/2’s have been learning about beat and rhythm this term in Music. Students have been learning to 
clap, play and identify rhythmic patterns. Our focus songs have been “Just Like Me” and “Hey Everybody”. 
Students have also been taking turns to be a conductor and lead the class in their song. 

Here are some photos of 1/2H playing the rhythmic pattern taa taa ti ti taa on their percussion instruments: 

    
 

 

Michelle Papafotiou 
Music Teacher 

In Other News… 

Summer Sport 

Last Friday three of our Summer Sport teams played in the finals. 

Here are the sports reports. 

Basketball: 

Girls 

Last week the girls basketball team went to Sacred Heart for the Interschool Sports basketball final. In the first 

half we were winning by 10 points, but in the second half Sacred Heart upped their game and it was really tight. 

In the last 5 seconds a foul was called and Liana got two free shots, the first went in but she missed the second. 

We lost 22-21, but everyone played really well and the other team was really good about it – Zillah Linguey and 

Brynn Hartigan 

  



Boys 

On Friday, the Spotty Basketball teams played in a final against Sacred Heart. Even though we lost, it was so 

close. The final score was 20 (Sacred Heart) to 16 (Spotty). Jack scored 8 points, and both Angelo and Hafez 

scored 4. Well played by Sacred Heart - Jack Elmore 

Tennis: 

(Boys Final) 

We played St Mary’s and if you’ve been paying attention to the newsletter, it was the same school we played last 

week. It was a blast! Some of us did a bit of practicing and even though I think we did better than last time, we 

still lost. But that’s not a bad thing because I remember the school from last time and our games were closer this 

time. They like to finish by doing ‘smashes’. It was a great game and I think we did pretty good – Jasper Spiers 

 

 

To: 

Jordan, Liam H, Georgia W, Miles D, Luca, Winter S, Bram, Ava H, Maddie C, Lennox T, 
Finn Th, Tom Sp, Halle B, Aubree, Bodhi, Oliver U,  

Dates To Remember: 

Friday 8th April .......................................................Hoodie Up Day - or Wear Yellow or Blue 

 Last Day of Term 1 (2.30pm dismissal) 

Tuesday 26th April..................................................First Day of Term 2 

Thursday 19th May .................................................School Photo Day 


